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The joint planner has many conditions to consider when con-
templating future threats against the United States. The vast 
expanse of an adversary’s weapons arsenal includes improved 

terminal guidance systems for ballistic missiles, cyberspace opera-
tions, and space-related weapon systems. However, after 13 years of 
protracted counterinsurgency operations, our nation has overlooked a 
persistent danger that threatens our force—nuclear weapons. As vari-
ous publications and deterrence symposiums have emphasized, the 
time has arrived for serious discourse and intellectual effort on the 
adversarial use of nuclear weapons and our plans to operate in a re-
strictive environment. Consequently, we must educate Department of 
Defense (DOD) personnel in nuclear operations and the redevelop-
ment of nuclear operational doctrine to prepare the joint force for fu-
ture challenges.

Strategic Context
Today, cyberspace operations is the “in-vogue” term to frame how the 

DOD should prepare for tomorrow’s fight. But such operations repre-
sent only a portion of the multidomain effects from potential adversar-
ies that we face in a 2025 scenario. According to the Global Trends 2025 
report, “The risk of nuclear weapon use over the next 20 years, al-
though remaining very low, is likely to be greater than it is today.”1 
The possibility of an enemy’s using these weapons drives preparatory 
measures for the joint force to fight and win. As addressed in the chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Capstone Concept for Joint Operations, 
the availability of “advanced technology in the global economy means 
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that middleweight militaries and non-state actors can now muster 
weaponry once available only to superpowers.”2 The world now in-
cludes seven overt nuclear powers, one covert nuclear power (Israel), 
and at least three nuclear aspirants (Iran, North Korea, and Syria), 
making the nuclear phenomenon more global than ever.3 During a 
2009 speech in Prague, President Barack Obama acknowledged that 
“the threat of global nuclear war has gone down, but the risk of a nu-
clear attack has gone up.”4 These conditions form the baseline of the 
future nuclear world, which leads to a natural assumption that devel-
oping nations will not adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Zachary Davis addressed this phenomenon as ‘‘ ‘strategic latency,’ a 
condition in which technologies that could provide military (or eco-
nomic) advantage remain untapped” until a security need drives the 
weaponization of the technology.5 For example, in a recent article in 
the Times of London, a senior Saudi official remarked that “there is no 
intention currently to pursue a unilateral military nuclear programme 
but the dynamics will change immediately if the Iranians develop 
their own nuclear capability. . . . Politically, it would be completely 
unacceptable to have Iran with a nuclear capability and not the king-
dom.”6 Many countries now feel that it is in their best interest to tap 
into these latent technologies. The advantage in nuclear capability that 
US forces have enjoyed may narrow in the future. The expansion of 
technology, the trend of superpowers decreasing their strategic stock-
pile of nuclear weapons, and the complexities of deterrence against 
and among multistate actors all compel countries to pursue nuclear ca-
pability. Global Trends 2030 reiterates the threat of a multipolar world, 
noting that efforts to deter the nuclear ambitions of North Korea and 
Iran will decide the future of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.7 In parallel, 
these actions will also determine how the Joint Staff shapes nuclear 
capabilities and doctrine. Strategic planners would do well to peer into 
the future and adjust our nuclear capabilities to match the emerging 
threats that America may face.
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Historical Perspective
US nuclear capability stems from more than 70 years of intellectual 

and operational development. At the height of the Cold War, US schol-
ars and joint operational planners were working simultaneously on 
weapons development and operational art to employ effects. As we 
look at the complex environment that the adversary will present in the 
future, we realize that the DOD must reinvigorate operational concepts 
to deter nuclear aspirants and redevelop doctrine to operate in a nu-
clear environment. Thérèse Delpech, the author of Nuclear Deterrence 
in the 21st Century, perhaps one of the best studies of this phenomenon, 
observes that “as long as nuclear weapons are around, even in small 
numbers, deterrence is the safest doctrine to deal with them. This prin-
ciple is easier to embrace in theory than it is to put into practice. This 
was true during the Cold War, and it appears to be even truer today.”8

The terms theory and practice are synonymous with concept and 
preparation. There are multiple ways to address preparation for deter-
rence in tomorrow’s fight. More importantly, we cannot assume that 
every action in a crisis will follow a finely calculated plan. According 
to Delpech, “An era of strategic piracy may be opening up, where piracy 
is defined as lawlessness and deception” (italics in original).9 As a na-
tion, we are ill prepared for the rise of nuclear aspirants and the 
opaque or nonexistent nuclear doctrines of those countries. The diffi-
culty of maintaining effective deterrence depends upon the opera-
tional art to employ the effects.

An understanding of operational art, as expressed in many intermediate-
level officer-education courses, stems from doctrine. For the most part, 
almost no current doctrine on nuclear operations is available for re-
view by operational planners. First and foremost, the employment of 
nuclear weapons is controlled by the president. Since the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, the United States has been in a state of redefining its 
policy of using nuclear weapons in combat operations. Nuclear opera-
tional doctrine in the Cold War emerged from national strategic guid-
ance opertionalized via joint and service publications. The DOD finds 
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itself at a crucial time when it has provided national guidance on how 
we would employ nuclear weapons but has not developed correspond-
ing operational guidance. Joint Publication (JP) 3-12, Doctrine for Joint 
Nuclear Operations, the overarching joint guidance that offered a frame-
work for nuclear operations, appeared on 15 December 1995 and was 
rescinded in 2006. A publication date for a revision has yet to be deter-
mined. Perhaps of even more concern is the fact that the Army’s corre-
sponding publication, Field Manual 100-30, Nuclear Operations, pub-
lished in 1996, remains in the active duty field manual depository. 
More than 17 years of strategic guidance designed to help shape the 
Army field manual and guide Army planners is missing. Such dated 
publications and the absence of joint operational planning manuals 
contribute to the steady decline of competence in nuclear operational 
art within our officer corps.

Officers must understand the effects of nuclear weapons. Thirteen 
years of protracted counterinsurgency operations, changes in our na-
tional nuclear policy, and the rise of competing technologies have at-
rophied both nuclear operational concepts and knowledge of the dan-
ger that nuclear weapons pose to US forces. As we look at future 
conflicts, it is essential that we understand how an adversary may em-
ploy nuclear weapons and the effects that deployed forces will have to 
overcome.

Operational Considerations
Currently, nuclear weapons pose a threat not inherently familiar to 

most military planners. People who grew up in the 1980s find it easy 
to reflect on the destructive nature of nuclear weapons. Movies of that 
era depicted the magnitude of their capability, and President Ronald 
Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative drove miliary strategies to sup-
plant mutually assured destruction. However, in the post–Generation 
X military, officers have only limited experience with our nation’s 
Cold War heritage. Instead, operations have focused on counterinsur-
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gency and winning the hearts and minds of a population, often ne-
glecting the full spectrum of military operations.

Although nuclear warfare sits at the far right in the spectrum of op-
erations, we must realize what happens when an enemy employs a 
nuclear weapon. By its very nature, a nuclear detonation produces ef-
fects significantly more powerful than a conventionial explosion. Mass 
for mass, a nuclear detonation is millions of times more powerful than 
its conventional counterpart. As highlighted in the Nuclear Matters 
Handbook, current doctrine does not capture the effects produced by a 
typical surface nuclear detonation.10

As we review operational nuclear effects, it is interesting to note the 
appearance of nuclear operations in joint doctrine outside the chemi-
cal, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield expolsives context 
of force protection. The concept appears once in JP 3-0, Joint Opera-
tions, and twice in JP 5-0, Joint Operation Planning. In their more than 
468 combined pages, the concept barely justifies a single page.11

This lack of operational effects in a nuclear environment exposes 
the lost operational art of planning and manuevering forces against a 
nuclear-capable adversary. Joint publications marginally concentrate 
on weapons employment and planning and do not supply a frame-
work for a joint force planner to consider when opposing a nuclear-
armed enemy. Although the employment of nuclear weapons remains 
at the discretion of the president, the joint force planner must be pre-
pared to operate in a contested environment against nuclear arms in a 
future strategic context, as reflected by the following key points:

1.  An adversary’s nuclear weapons or even a credible threat of nu-
clear first use will have an effect across the range of military op-
erations. US national leadership would consider the goals and de-
sired end state of future operations in this context.

2.  An enemy may consider that a limited nuclear strike offers a 
quick tactical victory through speed, survivability (penetration), 
and an increased chance of success against critical US targets in a 
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deployed environment (i.e., a ballistic missile strike against de-
ployed forces).

a.  A quick strike could induce delays in the US decision-making 
cycle.

b.  Missile defense capabilities may be needed to counter the 
threat.

3.  An adversary’s use of nuclear weapons employed in a high-altitude 
burst could degrade US command and control.

4.  Planners should review the employment of mass formations. A 
foe’s use of nuclear weapons and their subsquent effects pose a 
high risk to massed US battle formations and forward fixed operat-
ing bases.

5.  Target selection is a key consideration in escalation control in the 
context of operations against a nuclear-armed adversary. Inclu-
sion of a target on the joint integrated prioritized target list re-
quires careful target analysis, including its impact on deterrence. 
Planners should be prepared for senior leadership’s large-target-
category withholds thought necessary to maintain stability in a 
strategic crisis.

The inclusion of nuclear effects and the art of maneuvering against 
a nuclear-capable opponent give us a framework for enhanced opera-
tional effects. In a future conflict, we cannot assume that emerging ad-
versaries will keep operations below the nuclear threshold; rather, we 
must manage conflict through escaltion control and de-escalation. The 
inclusion of these points in tomorrow’s doctrine as well as an intellec-
tual discussion on the topic will inform Joint Staff planners and offer a 
better framework for joint force operations.

Conclusion
The joint planner has multiple conditions to consider when contem-

plating threats against the United States. An adversary’s weapons arse-
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nal is diverse, including improved ballistic missiles, cyberspace opera-
tions, space-related weapon systems, and nuclear weapons. Various 
discussion topics indicate that the time has arrived for serious dis-
course and intellectual effort concerning the enemy’s use of such 
weapons and our plans to operate in a nuclear environment. The situ-
ation demands further education of DOD personnel in nuclear opera-
tions and the redevelopment of nuclear operational doctrine in order 
to prepare the joint force for the challenges we face in the future. 
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